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The story of Hope For The Warriors and Service Animals for Warriors is a
heartwarming tale of love, hope, and the power of a single life. It's a story
that will make you believe in miracles, and it all started with one small dog.

In 2006, Hope For The Warriors was founded by Robin Kelleher, a military
spouse who was inspired to help wounded service members after her
husband was injured in Iraq. One of the ways that Hope For The Warriors
helps service members is by providing them with service animals. Service
animals can help veterans with a variety of tasks, from providing emotional
support to helping with mobility. They can also help veterans overcome the
challenges of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),traumatic brain injury
(TBI),and other invisible wounds of war.
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In 2011, Hope For The Warriors partnered with Service Animals for
Warriors, a non-profit organization that trains and places service animals
with veterans. Service Animals for Warriors has placed over 1,000 service
animals with veterans since its founding in 2006. One of the most popular
breeds of service dogs is the Golden Retriever, and one of the most
successful Golden Retrievers in the program is a dog named Hawkeye.

Hawkeye was born in 2010, and he was immediately identified as a special
dog. He was incredibly intelligent and eager to please, and he had a natural
ability to connect with people. Hawkeye was placed with a veteran named
Jason, who was suffering from PTSD and TBI. Jason had been struggling
to cope with his injuries, but Hawkeye quickly became his constant
companion and source of support.

Hawkeye helped Jason in many ways. He would wake Jason up from
nightmares, and he would provide him with emotional support during
difficult times. Hawkeye also helped Jason to socialize and to get out of the
house. Together, Jason and Hawkeye became a team, and they helped
each other to heal.

Hawkeye's story is just one example of the amazing work that Hope For
The Warriors and Service Animals for Warriors are ng. These organizations
are making a real difference in the lives of veterans, and they are saving
lives. If you are looking for a way to help veterans, please consider
donating to Hope For The Warriors or Service Animals for Warriors.

Here are some ways that you can help:

Donate to Hope For The Warriors or Service Animals for Warriors.



Volunteer your time to help with fundraising or other events.

Spread the word about the work that these organizations are ng.

Adopt a service animal from Hope For The Warriors or Service Animals
for Warriors.

Together, we can make a difference in the lives of veterans. Thank you for
your support!

Image descriptions

**Image 1:** A Golden Retriever service dog named Hawkeye is sitting next
to a veteran in a wheelchair. The veteran is smiling and petting Hawkeye.

**Alt text:** A Golden Retriever service dog named Hawkeye is sitting next
to a veteran in a wheelchair. The veteran is smiling and petting Hawkeye.

**Image 2:** A group of veterans are walking with their service dogs. The
veterans are all smiling and laughing.

**Alt text:** A group of veterans are walking with their service dogs. The
veterans are all smiling and laughing.

**Image 3:** A veteran is sitting on a couch with his service dog. The
veteran is reading a book, and the service dog is resting its head on the
veteran's lap.



**Alt text:** A veteran is sitting on a couch with his service dog. The veteran
is reading a book, and the service dog is resting its head on the veteran's
lap.
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